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1. Introduction. The information system is a part of the enterprise which 

may be viewed under consideration from the goal, from the action and from 

the object perspective. The primary purpose of an information system is to 

provide a model of an object system. Defining a model of an enterprise Bo

man et at. (1993) use the conceptual model term to denote a model from the 

object perspective. The object system term has been used to refer to some part 

reality. An information system consists of three parts: a conceptual schema, 

an information base, and an information processor (ISO, 1982). A conceptual 

schema and information base are totally static unless an information processor 

operates on it to cause change. 

Classical ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP formalism (Chen, 1976) and all the 
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descendents attempt to describe static structure of on object system. Entity

relationship diagrams are graphic notation for showing entity types, their atribu-

. tes, and the relationships that connect them. Enhancement to the ER formalism 

have been pursued for increasing the semantic richness of conceptual schema 

(Brodie, 1984; Hull, 1987). The reason for this aim of conceptual scheme to 

capture the various constraints through its structure. We will analyse in this 

paper universal object type, which covers structural constraints. Constraints of 

this kind are presented in a declarative manner and later they must be converted 

always to procedural form. The constraints restrict the values that entity or 

relationship attributes can assume. 

The approach (Dardenne et al., 1993) to requirements acquisition involves 

three levels of modelling: the meta-level, the domain level and the instance 

level. In other words all three level are made from meta-types, types and 

type instances. The instance level consists of instances of domain level con

cepts. The concepts of domain level are instances of meta-level (e.g., AGENT, 

EVENT, ACTION, ENTITY, RELATIONSHIP). The domain level refers to con
cepts specific to the application domain (e.g., CLERC, ORDER, VENDOR). 

Meta-concepts and meta-relationships have been defined according to approach 
to goal directed requirements acquisition. The ENTITY, RELATIONSHIp, 

EVENT and AGENT concepts are considered as specializations of the OB

JECT meta-concept. A relationship may be considered as a subordinate object. 
An object as well as a relationship have instances; the existence of relationship 

instances depends upon the existence of the corresponding object instances con

nected by the relationship. The object meta-concept is involved in a member 

of meta-relationships. Usually OBJECT concept means a single thing, e.g., 

object instance, and OBJECT concepts refers to a class of similar things. The 

abbreviation OBJECT we will use instead of object class because we will it use 

as type, as a set of object instances with identical structure. We will capture the 

static structure of object system by showing objects, relationships between the 

objects, and the attributes, and procedures that characterize each object. Objects 

are material things, the units into which we divide the world and object system 

model capture those concepts from the real world that are important to all goal 

of information system and that appear in all goals directed requirements. The 

paper (Wangler, 1993) presents the ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP-TIME model, 

the extended ER-model to describe historical information and to model the 
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functional requirements. A TIME is introduced as distinguished entity class. 

Each object or relationship can be connected with TIME and can be presented 

as time stamped object or time stamped relationship. This is good idea from 

a point of object'> naturalization and scheme presentation. In fact the temporal 

objects and relationships in ER-formalism language are relationships. 

The functional methodologies (DeMarco, 1979; Yourdon, 1989) are based 

mainly in functional decomposition although object-oriented methodologies 

(Booch, 1991; Rumbaugh et at., 1991) focuse first on identifying objects, then 

fitting procedures around them. In both cases methodologies use three kinds of 

models to describe a system -- object model, state - transition diagram, and data 
flow diagram. These three views of the system must be consistent and compati

ble with one another. Functions sometimes may be decomposed to subfunctions 

and, similarly, objects may be subdivided into subobjects. A state--transition 
diagram shows decisions which depend on object values and invoke functions 

from the data low diagram; events become procedures on objects. Each store 
on data flow diagram must correspond to an object or relationship in the object 
model; a function must be involved by procedures in the object model and 
actions in the state diagram; a function operates on data values specified by the 
object model. In this paper we emphasize on objects defined by data structure. 

An object is autonomous and instances may exist independently from other ob

ject instances. If we have two detailed objects and given decomposed procedure 

uses the values of both objects, then they will be connected by data relationship 
and they will create new object. So, a procedure may be considered as object 

property and it makes influence upon object distinguishing. 

The meta-relationship between the ENTITY and the OBJECT is often va

guely used in the various approaches. According to Dardenne et at. (1993) the 

ENTITY is a specialization of the OBJECT. And in contradiction Rumbaugh 
et at. (1991), the ENTITY concept includes object-instances, OBJECT-cla,>ses, 

attributes, links and associations. According to this statement the OBJECT 

concept is a specialization of the ENfITY concept. In these and many other 

approaches both an ENTITY and an OBJECT are things of significance infor

mation about which needs to be known and may be specificated. The same 

ENTITY appears different and behaves differently when it is used in different 

contexts by the same or by different persons. We will give first not formal 

OBJECT definition by a set of features. 
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Let is given the entity Q of domain level. The entity Q is assumed as object 

Q if it necessarily has a name and its feature is to be a relationship R involving 

at least one another object 0 andlor its feature is to have at least one property 

P (Fig. 1,a); the second feature of the object Q is its possibility either to be 

involved in new relationship G andlor to be a property of another object 0 
(Fig. l,b). 

Graphically: 

a) 

b) 

"Object Q has property P and is relationship R 
involving another object 0". 

"Object Q is a property of 0 and object Q is 

involved in relationship G". 

In the process of the requirements acquisition and knowledge representation 

the system specialists and experts manipulate entities the names of which are 

included in conceptual model presenting the semantical data properties and 

the structural constraints. Cause-effect phenomena of the application domain 

causes taxonomic connections between the entities. Connections of this kind are 

paths of transition from more general entities to more detailed ones. Formally 

these connections represent partial ordering: they are transitive, reflexive and 

antisymmetric. The approach used in this paper follows approach used in 

(Paradauskas, 1993) and allows to choose the formal apparatus for ordering the 
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universum of entities names, and to define universal structure type. 

Without doubt, proposed formalism for semantic data models and object 

structured type is not only one. Here are known a number of different math

ematical schemes, for example Brachman et al. (1985); Sciore (1980). The 

approach used in this paper follows the method for knowledge representation on 

abstract semiotic space (Ambrazevitchius and Paradauskas, 1983). In the second 

section the method mentioned above is simplified and reviewed with respect to 

the normalization of relational databases through synthesis (Maier, 1983). Rela

tional approach to object system modeling is presented in (Paradauskas, 1994). 

2. Formal definition of structural types of object names. Analysis of the 

structural entities name sets has been based on the initial assertion that name 

universum D is complete partially ordered set (CPOS). For this purpose the 

least element 1.. such that 'r:/x E D[l..I;x] is introduced and there is a least upper 

bound 11 XED for any directed subset X ~ D. The approximation symbol 

~ indicates the partial ordering of the elements of a directed subset X ~ D. 
The subset X ~ D is considered to be directed because it is not empty and 

'r:/x, y E X 3z E X[x~z, y~z]. 

Let us introduce two operators r and P on the set D as CPOS: 

r - operator of constructing positioned subsets of D; 
p - operator of constructing a functional set on D. 
The operator r: D -+ r(D) is used in developing a new set and extends the 

domain of the definition to 

r(D) = D + D2 + ... + DIDI. (2.1) 

According to (2.1) set r( D) is obtained by union of sets Dn, n = 1, 2, ... , 1 D 1 

with artificially introduced least elements 

l..D" = \}-D,1..D, ... ,1..D), n= 1,2, ... ,IDI. (2.2) 
v 
n 

The ordering ~r(D) on the set r(D) is induced by ~D on CPOS D: 

(2.3) 

only when Xi~DYi, i = 1,2, ... , n; n ~ IDI· 
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The upper bound for two elements 

{Xl,X2, ... ,xn)EX and (Yl,Y2, ... ,Yn) EX, 
is calculating in the following way: 

Dn 

(Xl, X2,···, Xn) U (Yl, Y2,···, Yn) 

XC Dn - , 

D D D 

=XIUYl,X2UY2, ... ,Xn UYn. (2.4) 

From here sets Dn, n ~ IDI are CPOS as they contain the least element 
Dn 

..iD n and any subset X ~ Dn has least upper bound U X E Dn. The obtained 

set r(D) in (2.1) is CPOS too, while the union is maid by coupling (pasting) 

the least elements 

..iDn, n = 1,2, ... , IDI. 
From the conditions (2.3), (2.4) it follows that the operator r is monotonous, 

i.e., the directivity of the subset X ~ Dn, n = 1,2, ... , IDI is not lost while 

extending the domain of definition from D to r(D). 
In addition from the equation 

( D) reD) 
r Ux = U r(X) 

it follows that the operator r(D) is continuous. 

Let us consider the second operator p: D -+ p(D) constructing a set of 
continuous functions: 

p(D) = [D -+ D]. 

The ordering !;p(D) on p(D) is stimulated by the ordering i;D on D: 

only when Xl -+ Yl!;p(D)X2 -+ Y2 } . 

Xl!;DX2 and Yl!;DY2 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The set p(D) is CPOS, because the least element ..ip(D) = (J..D -4 J..D) 

is artificially introduced for it and any subset X ~ p(D) has a least upper 
p(D) 

bound (supremum) U X E [D -+ D]. The upper bound for the two elements 

(Xl -+ yt) E p(D) and (X2 -4 Y2) E p(D) is calculated in the following way: 

p(D) D D 

(Xl -+ Yl) U (X2 -+ Y2) = (Xl U X2) -+ (Yl UY2)' (2.8) 
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From the conditions (2.7), (2.8) it follows that the operator p remains monoto

nous, i.e., the directivity of the subsets X ~ p(D) is not lost in transition from 

D to p(D). In addition from the equation 

D p(D) 

p(U X) = U p(X) (2.9) 

it follows that the operator p is continuous. 

As the sets r(D) and p(D) are CPOS it is correct to expand the domain D 
of definition for the operators r and p in the following way: 

r' { r(D) -+ r(D) 
. p(D) -+ r(D) , 

. { r(D) -+ p(D) 
p. p(D) -+ p(D) . (2.10) 

A composition of the monotonous and continuous functions is the monoto

nous continuous function, too. The domain of values of the operators r and p 

on (2.10) remain CPOS and are determined as: 

r(D) = r(D) + r 0 p (r(D)) + ... } . 
p(D) = p(D) + po r (p(D)) + .. . (2.11) 

As a result of the mUltiple use of the operators rand p the boundaries R and 

P are obtained as fixed point of continuous monotonous mapping of complete 

partially ordered sets in themselves. The fixed point theorem for a complete 

lattice has been proved by Tarski (1981). A variant of the fixed point theorem 

for CPOS is presented in (Barendregt, 1981). The boundared sets R and P 

are recursively determined by the operators r and p on the initial CPOS D of 

entities names. On the boundaries Rand P the operators tum into operations 

~ and p and the formulae (2.11) become: 

(2.12) 

By disjunctive joining of R and P as CPOS the largest type Q is obtained: 

Q=R+P. (2.13) 

The type is CPOS and contains the possible types R and P constructed by 
f . 0 dO means 0 operahons r an p. 
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3. The relational approach to representation of abstract objects 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let S is a set. T is an extent over S when T is a set of 

functions over S. 

EXAMPLE 3.1. Fig. I shows extents over SI={ORDER..NR, VENDOR, 

CUSTOMER} and S2={VEND..NR, NAME, F_NAME, CHIEF}. Extents T1 
and T2 are shown in form of tables. 

t4 : 
t5 : 
t6 : 

T1 

ORDER..NR CLERK CUSTOMER 

T2 

2002 
2003 
2017 

VEND_NR 

16 
06 
03 

16 
06 
06 

NAME 

Long 
Thomas 
Vidoni 

043 
008 
043 

F_NAME 

Nicole 
Pat 
Rick 

CHIEF 

03 
03 
1. 

Fig. 1. An order extent TI and a vendor extent T2. 

The extent TI consists of three functions: 

i1 = {(ORDER..NR; 2002), (CLERK; 16), (CUSTOMER; 043)}, 

t2 = {(ORDER..NR; 2003), (CLERK; 06), (CUSTOMER; OOS)}, 

t3 = {(ORDER..NR; 2017), (CLERK; 06), (CUSTOMER; 043)}. 

The extent T2 consists of three functions: 

t4 = {(VEND..NR; 16), (NAME; Long), (F..NAME; Nicole), (CHIEF; 03)}, 

t5 = {(VEND..NR; 06), (NAME; Thomas), (F ..NAME; Pat), (CHIEF; 03)}, 

t6 = {(VEND..NR; 03), (NAME; Vidoni), (F~AME; Rick), (CHIEF; 1.)}. 

In example dom(it)=dom(t 2 )=dom(t3)=SI and dom(t4)=dom(t 5 )=dom(t6)= 

S2. Fig. 1 shows order and vendor extents relevant to a certain selling company 

at a particular moment. Extent information represents some entities or abstract 

information objects Ql and Q2, abstract order and abstract vendor objects. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let QS is a set of abstract objects and Q is considered as 

element of set Q S. 9 is a set function if 9 is function and for every Q E dom(g) 

g(Q) is a set. If 9 is a set function and v is a function over dom(g) = QS then 

v( Q) is an extent over g( Q) and v is state function over dom(g); we will call 
v the object's state over g. 

For representation of objects we will use function v which assigns for each 

object Q E QS an extent. In example at one particular moment vl(Ql)=Tl 

and vl(Q2)=1'2. The state of object Ql or Q2 at an other moment can be 

represented by an other function v2 over g1. We consider that state of objects 

in QS is time-varying. We do assume, though, that set function gl is time
invariant. 

If 9 is a set function then set U of all time-varying and permissible states 
of dom(g) is called the extent universume over g. 

Let 9 is a set function and g(Q) = S. If T is a set of functions over S then 
S is called a relation scheme of object Q and T is called Q - projection onto 

relation scheme S. If P is an element of S then P is called the P-property of 

object Q. If R ~ S then R is called the R-property set of object Q. 

DEFINITION 3.3. An object Q is projected on property set R if for each 

state v E U over 9 and for each function t E v( Q) there is defined exactly one 
function tl R restricted to R, i.e., 

tlR = {(P;t(P»IP E R} ~ t. 

Let the order object Ql is projected on Rl = {VENDOR}, Rl ~ gl(Ql) 

and the vendor object Q2 is projected on R2 = {NAME, F_NAME, CHIEF}, 

R2 ~ gl(Q2). For state vI over gl, vl(Ql)=Tl, and for 
t1 = {(ORDEKNR; 2002), (CLERK; 16), (CUSTOMER; 43)} ETl 

is defined function 

t7 = {(CLERK; 16)} ~ t1' 

For state vI over gl, vl(Q2)=1'2, and for 
t4 = {(VEND-.NR; 16), (NAME; Long), (F-.NAME; Nicole), 

(CHIEF; 03)} E1'2 
is defined function 

t8 = {(NAME; Long), (F ..NAME; Nicole), (CHIEF; 03)} ~ t4. 

By Ql project onto Rl from Tl it may be created a new extent, let Tl1 in 

Fig. 2, and by Q2 project onto R2 from T2 it may be created a new extent, let 
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T2l in Fig. 2. Project operator in the relational databases theory is defined as 

unary operator on relations and the projection of relation Tonto R is written 

7rR(T). 

Tll TIl 

CLERK NAME F-.NAME CHIEF 

h: 16 t8 : Long Nicole 03 
06 Thomas Pat 03 

Vidoni Rick .L 

Fig. 2. Extents defined by projections Tll=7rRl (Tl), T21=7rR2(T2). 

Let g(Q) = 5, II(Q) = T, R ~ 5 and PER. A set R is called a set 

with identifying property for object Q if different elements of T have different 

values for at least one P-property on R. Formally an identifying set R can be 

defined using Definition 3.4. 

DEFINITION 3.4. Let t is function and R is a set. t is restricted to R, i.e., 

tlR, iftlR = {(x,y) E tlx E R}. R is a set with an identifying property for 

object Q if for each t E T and each t' E T when tl ~ = t; R then t = t'. R is 
a key set or simply a key of Q if no proper subset R' of R shares identifying 

property for each II ( Q) E U. 
A set of the keys of object Q we will write KS(Q). In Example 1 Rl = 

{ORDER-.NR} is a key of order object Ql and KS(Ql) = {Rl}; R2 = 
{VEND-.NR} and R3 = {NAME, F_NAME} are keys of vendor object Q2 and 

KS(Q2) = {R2, R3}. 

4. An abstract object as structural subtype. Analysis of the structural 

entities names was based (Paradauskas, 1993) on the initial assertion that name 

universum D is a complete partially ordered set (CPOS). For this purpose the 

least element .L such that for all xED .L!;X was introduced and for any directed 

subset X ~ D the upper boundary point U XED was used. As result of the 

multiple use of monotonous and continuous operator of constructing positioned 

subsets of D and monotonous and continuous operator constructing a functional 

set on D there were created two boundary sets: complete partially ordered set 
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of lists R and complete partially ordered set of functions P. By disjunctive 

joining of R and P the largest type Q, Q = R + P was obtained. The type Q 

is a complete partially ordered set and contains the possible types R and P. In 

this section we will analyse the object Q as a subset of Q. 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let IN denotes the set of natural numbers. r is m-tuple 

if r is a function over {k EINlk < m}. Notation r = (PI;P2; ... ;Pm) denotes 

m-tuple r defined by r(O) = PI, r(l) = P2, ... , r(m - 1) = Pm. R is a 

sequence if there exists m EIN such that R is m-tuple; natural number m is 

called the length of R. 

DEFINITION 4.2. Let Q is a set, 9 is a set function. The sequence 

(PI; P2 ; ..• ; Pm) is called the P-properties sequence of Q if for all i, Pi E 

g(Q). 

DEFINITION 4.3. Let Q is a set, 9 is a set function, v is state function over 

g. An m-tuple r = (PI;P2; ... ;Pm) is a r-instance of P-properties sequence 

(PI; P2 ; ... ; Pm) iffor each i = 1,2, ... , m, Pi = t(Pi) and Pi E g(Q). A set 

{(t(Pt); t(P2 ); ••. ; t(Pm)) It E v( Q)} of r-instances is Q-projection onto P

properties sequence (Pl ; P2 ; ... Pm) at the "moment" v. Naturally Q-projection 

(as well as Q-volume) depends on v but for simplicity we will note it in this 

section as Q.R =< PI; P2 ; ... ; Pm > and call the inner relationship of object 

Q. When it is understood we write R for a P-property subset of g( Q) and 

Q.R for internal relationship, created onto sequence (PI; P2 ; ... ; Pm), where 

Pi E R; i = 1,2,3, ... , m; m = IRI. An R-instance of P-properties sequence 

(PI; P2 ; ..• ; Pm) we will call the instance of relationship Q.R and will write 

r E Q.R. Note that such an ordering of P-properties adds nothing to the infor

mation content of extents over g(Q). The representation of inner relationship 

Q .R, R ~ g( Q), in form of tables is more natural than representation of extents 

over g(Q). Consider the inner relationship Q.R =< PI; P2 ; .•• ; Pm >. We 

will say that inner relationship Q. R covers the properties Pi, i = 1, 2, ... , m 

and Pi is a part of Q .R, written Pi ~ Q .R. 

DEFINITION 4.4. Let Q E QS, 9 is a set function, g(Q) = S, v is state 

function over g, Q.S is Q-projection onto P-properties sequence which covers 

thepropertiesPES. IfR~S, PiER Q.R={{t(PI );t(P2 ); ..• ;i(Pn ))1 
t E v( Q); } is both subrelationship of Q.S and Q-projection onto P-properties 
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sequence which covers the properties Pi E R. 
Let Q E QS; g is a set function, g( Q) = S, R S; S; A R, A R' E J{ S( Q) and 

Q.S, Q.R, Q.AR, Q.ARt ~ Rare Q-projections onto P-properties sequences. 

Consider Q as a subset of largest structural type Q, i.e., Q S; Q. Since Q is 
subset of type Q hence new subtype Q will be defined using Q-commutational 

diagram (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Q-commutational diagram. 

Mappings 
A 

s: Q -Q.S, 

} 
A r: Q _Q.AR; 

{ 
Q.AR _ Q.ARt, (4.1) 

Ap: Q.AR_ Q.S, 
Q.AR' _ Q.S; Ap S; P, 

in Q-CoIDDlutational diagram (Q-C D) are bijective, and mappings 

(4.2) 

are subjective. 

The subset Q S; Q is entirely formal and is defined as domain of sub

sets constructing function A r , AS and or, which satisfies requirements of Q
COIDDlutational diagram. Real thing or process q E Q is characterized by 

P-property values. The bijective mapping AS assigns to each object-instance q 

the m-tuple AS(q) = (t(Pt); t(P2 ); ••• ; t(Pm )) E Q.S, Pi E S. 

For representation of objects-instances q E Q we have sufficient for use 

one key relationship AR E J{S(Q). The bijective mapping Ar assigns to each 
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object-instance q E Q the z-tuple 

~r(q) = (t(Pl); t(P2); ••• ; t(Pz ») E Q.AR ~ R, 

Pj EAR; AR E KS(Q), AR ~ S. 

509 

The swjective mapping Or assigns to each object-instance q E Q the 

relationshi~instance -r(q) E Q.R ~ R, where Q.R is subrelationship of Q.S. 

DEFINITION 4.5. Let we have three sets A, B, C and two mappings a: A-+ 
C and b: B -+ C. 1\vo elements x E A and y E B are equivalent, i.e., x,..., y, 

if a(x) = b(y). Two sets A and B are equivalent, i.e., A ...... B, if for each 

element x E A exists exactly one y E B such that x ,.., y and on the contrary: 

for each 11 E B there exists exactly one x' E A such that 11 '" x'. 
Naturally, the sets Q and Q.S in Q-CD are equivalent, i.e., Q '" Q.S, 

by means of bijective mappings A r, ~s and p: Q.AR -+ Q.S ~ P. The sets Q 

and Q.~R are equivalent by means A r , -r and -p: Q.AR -+ Q.R ~ P too. On 

the analogy Q.R '" Q. A R'. A composition Ap 0 Ar of two bijective mappings is 

bijective mapping and Q ,..., Q.AR'. The equivalences Q,..., Q.AR and Q '" Q.S 

is the first structural feature of subset Q ~ Q. We can consider the set Q in 

Q-CD as subset Q.S ~ R or as subset Q.AR ~ R. 

Let Q-CD is created for all Q.ARj ~ R, "Rj E KS(Q), j = l,2, ... ,k 

and Q.R =< Pt; P2; ... ; Pn >~ R (Fig. 4). An object Q E QS, a new 

subtype Q ~ Q will be defined using second structural feature: an object 

Q ~ Q satisfies Q-CD functional constrains, given as Ap in Eq. (4.1) and -p 

in Eq. (4.2). 

Fig. 4. Q-C D creation for all key relationships of Q and R ~ S. 
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Note, that an object Q can be interpreted as compound functional depen-

dence (Q.ARl; Q.AR2; ... ; Q.ARk) ___ Q.R; ARj, R ~ S, S = g(Q), with 

equivalent left sides ARj, j = 1,2, ... , k (Maier, 1983). If R = .') - {P I 
PEA R, ARE /{ 5( Q)} mappings (4.1) and (4.2) may be interpreted as com

pound functional dependence with reduced right side. But there is an essential 
difference: every bijective mapping Ap: Q.R ___ Q.R' ~ P is a sUljective map-

ping -p: Q.R --- Q.R' ~ P; each surjective mapping -p: Q.R --- Q.R' ~ Pis 
functional dependence Q.R ___ Q.R' ~ P. The reverse assertions are wrong. 

If object Q ~ Q satisfies both features, formulated using Q-C D we will 
call such object Q the structural object. 

The subtype Q will be restricted in addition using 3-th featllre, the "vol

ume"feature of Q ~ Q, i.e., when the object-instance q is ascribed to set Q, 
so it as assumed that q must have only relevant P-properties values: 

t(P) E D and l(P) =F.1, P E Q.5, 5 = g(Q), 

where D is entity name universum. 

If for q there exists such PES that t(P) = .1 we will say that property P 
is not relevant to q. So, we will consider a set Q consisting of such elements 
that for every element q E Q the properties P E Q.5 are relevant. 

Example 4.1. In Example 4.1 CHIEF-property is relevant for two object

instances q4 and q5, which are represented by two 4-tuples correspondingly 

< 16; Long; Nicole; 03> and < 06; Thomas; Pat; 03 >. 

These 4-tuples make up the clerk-object projection onto property sequence 

< VEND _NR, NAME, F _NAME, CHIEF >. 

The object-instance q6 represented by one 3-tuple <03; Vidoni; Rick> makes 

up the shief-object projection onto property sequence 

Fig. 5 shows order-object projection Q1.51 and two projections Q21.521 

and Q22.522, which are made for new object, clerk and chief objects. 
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Q1.S1 

ORDER_NR CLERK CUSTOMER 

ql : 2002 16 043 
q2: 2003 06 008 
q3: 2017 06 043 

Q21.S21 

VEND_NR NAME F_Name CHIEF 

q4: 16 Long Nicole 03 
q5: 06 Thomas Pat 03 

Q221.S22 

VEND_NR NAME F_NAME 

q6: 03 Vidoni Rick 

Fig. 5. An example of projection of three objects with relevant proper-

ties. 

If all objects q E Q, Q E Q S, Q ~ Q are characterized by relevant property 

values then notation t(P) =-1 can be reserved for object q E Q on situation 
when P-property value for object q is not known. 

A structural SUbtype Q, Q ~ Q, Q E QS, satisfying all considered types 

of requirements, i.e., structural and the "volume" requirements we will call the 

relevant (to problem area) object Q. 
We will use the graphical notation of objects Q E QS, Q ~ Q. In Exam

ple 4.1 the Ql, Q21 and Q22 can be represented as shown in Fig. 6. 

5. Extent functions and semantics of external relationship. It will be 

convenient to have names for objects and its components, i.e., for inner re

lationships and for object properties, in order to be able refer to them inside 

formal problem area specification language. For this purpose the following 

injective mapping will be used: 

{ 
QS -+ D; 

-d: Q.RS -+ D, Q E QS; 
g(Q) -+ D, Q E QS. 

(.5.1) 
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1 ; :ap~t Ofp~~iS P; e S - {RIQ·R e Q.RS) 

p. P 
I 

- a key relationship 
Q."R = [ PI; P2 ; ••• ; P.1 

F NAME VEND _NR 

1-:~ ~AME u 021 

RI ®~ CLERK R3 R2 ®~ 
CHIEF 

CUSTOMER 

F NAME VEND _NR 

~AMEU~22 
R3 R2 

Fig. 6. Graphical notation of objects Ql, Q21 and Q22 from Exam

ple 4.2 (graphically: 0 denoted an object; 0 - a property of the 

object). 

Here Q.RS is a set of inner relationships Q.R including key relationships of 

Q; this set should be chosen for specification. 

According to injectivity of -d-mappings in (5.1) all abstract objects have 

unique names; all internal relationships inside the same object have unique 

names; all properties of the same object have unique names. Note that we 

allow that relationships and properties of different objects may have the same 

name; the same name may designate object, its relationship and its property 

inside the same object. 

What should be chosen sets QS, Q.R and g(Q) and what corresponding 

names of their elements should be specified? The relevance of objects and their 

properties must be determined by the end users of the information system. The 

relevance of internal relationships follows from the possibility to specify exter

nal relationships between the pairs of objects - as much as possible. A subject 
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of this section is to define the conditions of external relationships concerned 

below, 

A variant of objects and its components specification is given in Fig, 7. 

Let be given the surjective mapping -d from (5.1). We will write d1 = 
-d(Q) for object Q E QS; we will write d1 .d2 = -d(Q).-d(R) for object 

inner relationship Q.R and d1 .d2.d3 = -d(Q).-d(R)'-d(P) for Q.R.P (i,e., for 

P ~ Q.R) or d1 .. d3 = -d(Q).'-d(P) for P E g(Q). 

F NAME VEND_NR 

~E gn CllRK 

NAME NR ®1 
CHIEF 

o 

:::~ ~NR OR1DER_NR 

~EF ~RDER 
NAME NR NR L. 

~CLERK 

CUSTOMER 

Fig. 7. An example of three object with specified objects, internal rela

tionship and property names. 

EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider two objects from Example 3.1. CLERK and 

ORDER, and internal relationship ORDER,TO and CLERK,NR. We confirm 

that every CLERK who has received at least one ware's order is CLERK (Fig, 8), 

Formally ORDER,TO is ORDER - object' projection onto property sequence 

TO which covers the property CLERK, i.e" 

CLERK ~ ORDER.TO, CLERK E g(ORDER). 

Let U 1 be an extent universum over set function g 1 introduced for our 

example CLERK.NR E CLERK,RS and ORDER,TO E ORDER.RS. If for 

every v E Ul and every CLERK-value in extent v (ORDER) also appears 

as VEND_NR-value in 11 (CLERK), i.e., at each moment every clerk having 

received at least one order belongs to list of clerks working on selling company 
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NAME NR 

CLERK 

®LOCHIEF 
Fig. 8. Two objects CLERK and ORDER with external relationship 

ORDER.TO ~ CLERK.NR 

at the same moment, then this induces for order pair (ORDER.TO; CLERK.NR) 
a containment function Fl(v) from ORDER.TO into CLERK.NR. 

DEFINITION 5.1. Let consider general situation in which: O.R E O.RS 
and Q.R' E Q.RS are two internal relationships with equallenght n, 0 # Q; 

L 
CUSTOMER 

Pi ~ O.R; P: ~ Q.R'j 1 ~ i ~ nj 

9 is set function, R ~ g(O), R' ~ g(Q)j 

v is state function over dom(g); 

U is extent universum over g. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

F(v) is containment function for order pair (O.R; Q.R!) E O.RS x Q.RS 
if for all v E U and all t E v(O) when < t(Pdi t(Pz); ... ; t(Pn ) >E O.R, 
.then exis~ t' E v(Q) such that < t'(P{); t'(P;;); ... ; t'(P~) >E Q.R' and 

t'CP!) = t(Pi); i = 1,2, ... ,n. 
According to this definition containment function F(v) is induced by the 

time-invariant relation Q.R ~ Q.R'. Extent function F for (O.Rj Q.R' ) E 
o .RS x Q .RS over U is defined by 

F(v) = {(tIR; tfR/) E lI'R(V(O») x lI'RI(II(Q») I t(P;) = t'(P!); 

P; ~ O.R, P: ~ Q.R' ; i = 1,2, ... , n}. (5.6) 
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Containment function F (v) is function and this proof is almost trivial. 

We still have to check that F(v) E 7I'"R(V(O)) --. 7I'"RI(V(Q)), dom(F(v» = 
7I'"R(V(Q» and mg(F(v» ~ 7I'"RI(V(Q» (see Fig. 9). According to Definition 

3.3 the projection operator 7I'"R is function-valued function over v(O) assigning 

to each function t E v(O) exactly one function tlR = {(Pi t(P)) I P <E- R}. 
By analogy operator 7I'"R assigns to each t' E v(Q) exactly one function 

tfR = {(P'; t(P'» I P' ~ R'} E 7I'"RI(V(Q». 7I'"RI(V(Q» is set (not mul
tiset) because of the relation axiom, and F(v) is function-valued function. 

Fig. 9. Illustration of containment function F(v) for the pair 

(O.R; Q.R'). 

The containment function F(v) for pair (O.R; Q.R') induced by relation 

(O.R; Q .R') is injective function for all v E U. The extent function F specified 

in conceptual scheme for (O.Rj Q.R') is function-valued function and we will 

call it the external relationship. 

Let we refer to objects and to their components by entities names from 

D and let the pair (O.R; Q.R') induces the containment function over U; 
Pi <- O.R, PI <- O.R'. We will d1.d2.d3 = -d(O):d(R):d(P;) and 
d~.d~.d~ = -d(Q):d(R').-d(P/) call the compound names and say that the 

compound name dl.d2.d3!;d~ .d~.d~, and dl.d2!;d~ .d2. Fromdl.d2.d3!;d~ .d2.d~, 
follows dl .. d3!;d~ .. d~. In our last example ORDER.1D.CLERK!;CLERK.NR. 

VEND_NR,ORDER.1D!;CLERK.NR and ORDER .. CLERK!;CLERK .. 

VEND_NR. 

6. Various cases of external relationship implication. Fig. 10 shows four 

cases of the containment function application. 

The case in Fig. lOa is the general case. It was defined by (5.6) under the 

condition (5.2 - 5.5). The rest cases are particular. Let consider lOb case, in 
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a) 

c) 

~l _ 
~ 

u) 

Q R' 

~~ 
~~ 

Flg. 10. Four cases of external relationship implication. 

which O.R => Q.AR'. 

DEFINITION 6.1. A is an object valued function if A is function and for 

all x E dom(A) A(x) is a structural object. 
Let II E U is state function over dom(g), 9 is set function; R ~ g(O), A R' ~ 

g(Q)j ), Q E QS; 0, Q ~ Q. The order pair (O.Rj Q.AR') E O.RS x Q.I<S 
induces for each v E U the object valued function L(II) defined by 

L(II) = {(tIRj q') E 1TR(V(O)) I t(Pi) = t'(P{)j 

Pi --E- O.R, P: --E- Q.AR'j i = 1,2, ... , n}. (6.1) 

L(v) is injective function because d?m (L(v» = 'lrR(II(O)), mg(L(v)) ~ 
Q and because of the bijection Ar:Q _ Q.AR' in Q-CD. 

DEFINITION 6.2. a is arrangment of v if a is function over dom(lI) and 
for all Q E dom(v) a is bijective function onto v(Q).1 is enumeration ofQ if 
1 is injective sequence and mg (I) = Q. 0 is an ordering function for a if 0 is 
function over dom(a) = QS and for all Q E dom(a) o(Q) is an enumeration 
of dom(o(Q» = Q. 
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Note that an enumeration of Q after an arrangment of state function v adds 
nothing to the information content of v( Q) but this process is essential for 

the formal basing of the P·properties generalization and for the implemen

tation of main rule in conceptual scheme integration. After the substitution 

for each (tIR; q') E L(v) the number notation of q' from set Q instead of 

tlR E 7I"R(V(O» we write O.R. => Q, O.R =< P* > (see Fig. 11a) or 
O .. p· => Q (see Fig. llb). Here P* is new structural P·property of O. The 

function L is function valued function over U and is extent function. It may 

be specified in conceptual schema. 

b) 0-. 
o 0 Q 

~ 
Fig.n. The specification of extent function induced by O.R => Q.AR'. 

EXAMPLE 6.1. Fig. 12 shows the modified order extent after enumeration 

of clerk object at the moment v and by the use of new P-property TO. 
The order extent was created according to the integrity rule shown in Fig. 13. 

Let consider Fig. lOe case in which O.AR => O.R'. Containment function 

(see formula 5.6) for (O.AR; Q.R') E O.I<S x Q.RS can be modified and 

defined for every v by 

F'(v) = {(q; tlR,) E 0 x 7I"R'(V(Q)) I t(Pi) = t'(P!); 

Pi ~ O.R, PI ~ Q.It; i = 1,2, ... , n}. (6.2) 

F'(v) is nwdified containment function defined over 0 S; Q. F'(v) is 

injective function because of the bijection Ar: 0 ~ O.AR in O-CD. F'(v) is 

function-valued function because mg ( F' (v)) S; 71" R' (v ( Q)). The function F' is 

function valued function over U and is extent function. It may be specified in 

conceptual scheme (see Fig. 14b). 
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v (ORDER) 

ORDER_NR TO CUSTOMER 

ql: 2002 1 043 
q2: 2003 2 008 

q3: 2017 2 043 

v (CLERK) 
enumeration 

of CLERK VEND_NR NAME F_Name CHIEF 

q4 -+ 1: 16 Long Nicole 03 
qs -+ 2: 06 Thomas Pat 03 

Fig. 12. The modified order extent with new property TO of ORDER

object. 

ORDER_NR 

~ ORDER 

*-®~ NR TO ¢ 

o CUSTOMER 

F NAME VEND_NR 

:AME q:} aERK 

NAME NR ®--, _ .... 
~EF 

Fig. 13. The integrity rule ORDER.TO '* CLERK 

Let we consider external relationship O. A R '* Q. A R'. Object valued function 

(see formula 6.1) can be modified and defined for every v by 

L'(v) = {(q; q') E 0 x Q I t(P,) = t'(p/); 

Pi ~ O.AR, PI ~ Q.AR'; i = 1,2, ... , n}. (6.3) 
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a) h) 

Wio ¢ lio 

Fig. 14. The specification of extent function 0 => Q.R' induced by 
Q.AR => R'. 

L'(v) is injective function because dom('(v)) = 0, mg(L'(v) ~ Q and be
cause of the bijections Ar: 0 -> O.AR in O-CD and Ar ,: Q -> Q.AR' in Q-CD. 

L'(v) is modified object valued function. 

The function £' is function valued function over U and is extent function.' 

It may be specified in conceptual schema (see Fig. I5b). 

a) 

0 O. 

o~ 
0: 

Q 

'R 
'R' :---® 

I ¢ 

b) 

P'~ ~j ~ 
'R I 

¢ I 

Fig. 15. The specification of extent function 0 => Q induced by O. A R => 
Q.AR'. 
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7. Concluding remarks. The proposed approach to the object system mod

eling is characterized by four main advantages. 

1. Reflexiveness is an important feature of the given typing approach, and 

from this it possible to assign the types by means of design operators T' and p 

to the initial CPOS D without any initial types and pre-typing. The transition 

from the initial set D to bounded sets R and P enables a set of entities names 

to be considered as structural types with respect to isomorphism: any structural 

entity is either a list or a function (2.12) and identified reflexively and cross

recursively (2.11) by means of monotonous and continuous operators T' and p. 

2. The category of the same entity may have three different interpretations: 
entity TO in context ORDER may be considered a<; property ORDER .. TO; 

in context CLERK may be considered as object CLERK or as relationship 

CLERK.NR. The flexible interpretation of entities category is essential for dis

tributed modelling of large information system. 

3. For the description of Q-object structure it was used the Q-commutational 
diagram with smjective and bijective functions like the compound functional 
dependency. The Q-C D serves for a purpose of object structure normaliza
tion; it may be reduced and minimized. Constrains of Q-C D eliminate dual 
uncertainty or unknown/or not adequate" of P-property values. 

4. SUIjections and bijections between Q-projections inside object Q and ex

ternal bijections between objects-projections of a different objects pair allow to 
use common mathematical approach to conceptual scheme integration and ma
nipulation: connections between different scheme components (objects, inner 

relationships, properties) are functions compositions of various types. Com

puted composition may be "degenerating" into partial functional dependence, 
into the weakest connection type. 
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KONCEPCINIS OBJEKTQ- S~RYSIQ-SAVYBIQ POZrURIs: 
TRYS SKIRTINGOS VIENOS ESYBES INTERPRETACIJOS 

Bronius PARADAUSKAS 

Straipsnyje pateiktas esybilt vardlt struktiirinis tipizavimo budas, kurio esybe gali 
bUti interpretuojama kaip objektas, kaip objekto vidinis s!lrysis arba kaip objekto savybe. 
ISnagrineta ojektlt isorinilt s!lrysilt semantika, panaudojant jvairias tipizuotas funkcijas. 


